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The KUTI-20 is a collective heavy ions 
accelerator being constructed in Dubl1a.Today 
the adjusting works on the first stage of 
the accelerator are finished. First results 
of its adjusting are given in this paper. 
~~HE ACCELERATOR FIRST STAGE TOTAL SCHEME 

The accelerator KUTI-20 systems are pre
sented on fig.1: injector "SILUND" with a 

fie. 1 

power system, ADGEZATOR - the electron-ion 
ring generation and formation system, LUEK -
the electron ring induction accelerating seo
tions. The general view of the accelerato:r 
is given on fig.2. 

fig.2, 

SILUND is the electron induction accel~ 
rator. The plasma cathode is used as the 
electron source. It is combined with the 
first accelerating section. The beam accele
rating sections are composed of the induc
tors with a ferrite as a work ferromagnet. A 
thyre.tron with a system of power formation 
and amplification using non-linear elements 
serves as the accelerating power generator. 
The electron beam transporting along the ac
celeration cannal is being making by the so
lenoid type magnetic system. The accelerator 
permits to accelerate the electrons up to 
2.5 MeV with the current 800 A. A characte
ristic current pulse entering the Adgezator 
is given on fig.3. 

20nsld 

JOOA,ti 

fig.3 

ADGEZATOR. The 
electron beam 
is injected in 
the chamber of 
the Adgezator 
on the radius 
40 cm with the 
help of the spe-

cial inflector. The magnetic field is chosen 
accordingly the radius of injected electron 
orbit - 35 cm. The pulse correcting device, 
cpmpensating the transversal particles oscil
lation velocity is placed on the quarter pe
,riod of the radial betatron oscillations.Af
ter the corrector the beam is captured with

out oscillations on the orbit with the 35 cm 
radius. On fig.4 the time process of the 
electron current capture is shown. As it can 
be seen from the oscillogram the electron 
current capture coefficient on the orbit is 
about 70%. This value depends on magnetic 
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field quantity and the corrector's pulse, 
espeC'ially its 
trailing edge 
e.nd can e;0 '.lp 

to 80%. To il
lustratethe 
re sommce infl u 
ence (field in
\dex n=0.25) on 
figo5 the cap
ture oBcillog-
ram in condi
tion of the re-
sonance cros
Sing is e;iven. 
As this takes 
place the cap
ture coefficimt 
is near the ze
ro. The Adgeza.
tor magnetic 

system is made in such a manner that during 
the ring compression from 35 cm to 3.5 cm 
the dangerous resonances are not crossed. 
Nevertheless the eddy-current in the walls 
of the vacuum chamber influences on the reso 
nance of the beam. The ring compression pro
cess with the switching on in serie magnetic 
field systems is given on fig.6. The beam 

disturbances are 
... _ .. ... . well seen on the 

I~illlll~i~ fall times when 1 msA:t t he following sys 
tem is switched 
on. ro evaluate 
the level of thase 

fig.6 disturbances we 
examined i n detail the ring cross-section di
mentions at different radii. We examined them 
by the synchrotron radiation distribution in 
the ring cross-section. The fig.7 demonsbBms 

such a distribu 

1"'1 ...... . ... . - .... .. 1... tion at 4 cm ra 

2mm/d dius. Such a 

cross-section 
20 mVld examination has 

... .. . ... .... ... shown that when y-++-..... -++H...J 
the systems are 

fig.7 well adjusted 
the dimentionschange according to the adia

batic lows and there are no considerable de-

viatj.ons. 
The ring ion componen t is produced by 

the directed neutral beam from the laser 
radiated target. The control of the atoms 
ionization process :i.n the ring was made by 
the bremsstrahlung. The flg.S represents the 

fig.8 

bremsst:rahlung 
during the com
pression proce~. 
'l'he most compli
cated in the pro 
cess of the ring 
extraction alang 
the axis of the 
accelerator is 
the resonance 

ir = 1 crossing. Even in condi t ion of good 
self-focusing ring when we have minimal 
amplitudes of first azimuth harmonic of the 
magnetic field, the radial drift of the ring 
is observed (fig.9). The resonance crossing 

fig.9 

time influence 
on the drift 
amplitude du
ring the extrac 
tion have been 
examined. For 
this we have 
created a mag
netic field well 
at the extrac-

tion region by the additional coil. The well 
decreasing time could be different. The in
vestigations have show.r.. that for the time 

~ 5~s the drift is not more than 2 mm. 
That means that the first harmonic amplitude 
is about 10-3• In the work regime the addi
tional coil well removed at the times - 0.1ts 
what permitted besides the fast resonance 
passage to make the synchronization of the 
ring extraction, that is necessary for the 
further acceleration in the induction sec
tions. 

PRIMARY RING ACCELERATION is rea

lized in the gradient field of the accelera
ting solenoid. The plot of the solenoid mag
netic field is given on fig. 10. It's seen 
that the mean-gradients ~ don't exceed 

tIl~ 
the admissable values and are 0.23 TIm. The 
prinCipal parameters of the ion beam have 

been measured after the acceleration magne-
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fig.10 
tic system. rie have done the separation of 
cQnponents end measured the aneular ~d 
e~er~etic characteristics of the ion beam. 
'The main parameters of the ion beam are gi
'fer.. in t.able 1. 

::,:~3LE 1 0 

3nerc:;:/ 

Io"!!s velocity 

Ener:::r spread 

1.7:!:,0.2 MeV/nuc • 

.4.. :0.06 -J 
t-.l(6+1j ·~~~cm: 

~~~ (5~1) 10-2
• 

~he3e measurements permitted to formu
l~te ~hE prinCipal conditions for induction 

section rarameters. In particular the mag
netic fj.eld along the accelerator should be 
1.3 T ,the magnetic field gradient should 
be not nnre than O.JO T/m. The accelerating 
I:lae:net;.c field in sections is taken equal 
to 1C' kV /cm. 

1'HE ACCELERATION SECTION'S (LUE&-20) 

1'he first acceleration stage is compo
C'ed of J 8.l':celeration 8ectionB. E'rery sec
ciar.. ~es 18 identical inductors. The i~1uc
+-nr qc"'eme is shown on fig.1 1 • In th", body 

fie.11 

(1) two permalloy cor",s 
are fixen (2). The l",a
ding magnetic field is 

formine with the help of 
coils (J) placed in the 
cores (4 coils in every 
core). The ceramic vacuum 
tube with 1JO cm diameter 
is placed in the inducton 
The transformer oil is do 
ped into the section. It 
serves as the isolator 
and heat carrying agent, 

Between the section and for the acceler~.tine 
sectjons and sole~oid jointing, special tran
sitional sections were made for the pumping
out and ring observing. The tranSient zones 
heve also the coil systems oT the ma~etic 
field for the elements jointing with a neces
sary accuracy of the fie10. All magnetic sys
tem elements are powered by the current pulse 
with the help of a serie of thyristor commu
tators. The field formation results for the 
transient sections are presented on fig.12. 

fie.12 
PULSE MODULATOR is ~ade with the use of 

non-linear schemes of power amplifying by 
the electro-magnetic energy compressio~ ~n 

time. The modulator is destinate to power 
one accelerating section and to create the 
acceleratind field strength 10 kV/cm. A stan
dart hydrogen thyratron is used as the commu
tator. The modulator construction is shown 
on fig.1J. where N°1 is a commutator, 2 -

storing capaci-

ty, J - pre:ti
minary power am

~ plification c~s

cade, 4 - final 
amplification 

! 
and formation 

fig.1J cascades, 5 ~ 
non-linear sharping lines, 6 - inductor. Th~ 
principal modulator scheme is give~ on fig. 

14. 

, 

'~'L2 L., .. q>A.H'\ • 
'-'-' -

eo. 

fig.14 
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The modula.tor a.djusting resuLts have 
shown that: 
1. the outvut voltage of the ll1odule.tor with 
the load 0.5n is Ur, = 50 kV, 
2. C1ITrent. in the lORd IL = 100 kA, 
3. pulse duration - 80 ns. 

One inductor load characterist.ics (RL= 

= 4.5 .a ) is given on fie;.15. 
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fie.15 

The experi
ments on the ring 
acceleration in 
the fir!3t stage 
sections has been 
performed. First 
experiments have 
shown that for the 
chosen parameters 
of the magnetic 
field the electron 
ring pHsses through 

the sections with the radius R = 4.5 cm 
(see fig.16). 

505 
em 

fig.16 

The ring velocity measurements by the 
flying time has shown that the energy in
crease of the ring longitudinal movement 
per one section is 1.1 - 1.8 MeV, that cor
responds to the field strendth in the in
duction sections 10 kV/cm o 

So, preliminary results of the accele
ration system adjusting have shown that the 
parameters correspond to these designed. 
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